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Important Disclaimer
• The information contained in these materials and that may be presented in connection with it are intended to be a resource for shareholders of Alpine Electronics Inc.

(“Alpine”). The information has been created by Oasis Management Company Ltd. ("Oasis"), the investment manager to the Oasis Investments II Master Fund Ltd. and Oasis
Japan Strategic Fund Ltd. ("Oasis Funds"), related to the share exchange agreed upon between Alps Electric Co. Ltd. (“Alps”) and Alpine as announced by Alpine on July 27,
2017 (the “Share Exchange Agreement”).

• The information and materials include Oasis's opinion that for the protection of their economic interests, shareholders of Alpine should reject the proposed Share Exchange
Agreement of 0.68 Alps shares for every one (1) Alpine share by (a) expressing their dissenting view in response to the proposed Share Exchange Agreement, and (b) exercising
their voting rights against the proposals at the EGM where Alpine management will seek special approval (no less than 2/3 of the voting shares at present) in the shareholders
meeting for the Share Exchange Agreement.

• Oasis encourages minority shareholders of Alpine to take these actions to protect their economic interests.

• However, Oasis is by no means soliciting or requesting shareholders to jointly exercise their voting rights together with Oasis. Shareholders that have an agreement to jointly
exercise their voting rights are regarded as Joint Holders under the Japanese large shareholding disclosure rules, and they must file notification of their aggregate share
ownership with the relevant Japanese authority for public disclosure.

• Oasis disclaims its intention to be treated as a Joint Holder with other shareholders under the Japanese Financial Instruments and Exchange Act (“FIEA) by virtue of its act to
express its view or opinion or other activities to engage in dialogue with other shareholders in or through this website.

• These materials exclusively represent the opinions, interpretations, and estimates of Oasis in relation to the Share Exchange Agreement. Oasis is expressing those opinions
solely in its capacity as an investment advisor to the Oasis Funds.

• This confidential information is for informational purposes only. Nothing in this document or any information herein should be construed as an offer, invitation, marketing of
services or products, advertisement, inducement, or representation of any kind, nor as investment advice or a recommendation to buy or sell any investment products or to
make any type of investment, or as an opinion on the merits or otherwise of any particular investment or investment strategy.
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Risks of the Alps Merger
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Why Does Alps Want This Integration?
• Stated clearly in the merger document, Alps has the following issues:

– Limited management resources

– Impact of the slowdown in the smartphone market due to maturation and the risk of commoditization

– Trend in IoT has made it “increasingly difficult for Alps Electric to secure additional value with single
hardware products”

– Intensified competition in hardware – both in auto and smartphone

“These and other factors make for an increasingly uncertain outlook”
Merger announcement, July 27, 2017

Alps has low certainty and high volatility
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Alps’ Largest Profit Driver Is at Risk
• Almost 60% of Alps’ operating profit in Mar-18 was from Optical Image Stabilizers(“OIS”), but this

segment is coming under pressure

– Apple is Alps’ key customer – currently suffering a worse than expected downturn in sales

– Minebea, second supplier to Apple, is increasing productivity and quality to capture market share

– New entrants
• Largan, the main lens supplier to Apple, is developing a plastic lens + actuator solution

• Further development of new technologies by Murata and Taiyo Yuden that could displace Alp’s
actuators

– Apple will have increased pricing power as more competitors enter the market
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Alps’ Other Businesses Are Flat & Losing Share

• Alps other businesses are either insignificant or struggling:

– Touch panels recently turned loss-making and losses are expected to expand

– Haptics are losing market share

– Peripherals (mobile photo printers) are negligible and will need new customers to remain profitable

– High frequency components are profitable but slow growth
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Alps’ Auto Business Has Been Disappointing

• Alps provides sensors, input devices and telecommunication modules for car connectivity

• Alps’ sensors and input devices are expected to become increasingly commoditized, with experts
noting increasing competition from:
– Chinese manufacturers rapidly increasing quality
– Visteon entering the market
– Strong competitors such as Bosch, Delphi, Panasonic and Sony

• Some of Alps’ offerings such as switches and volume controls will become obsolete as automakers
digitize these functions

• Operating profit margin is below 2% even with Alps’ claimed car-connectivity applications and sensors,
which raises questions over Alps’ management abilities
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Alps Needs Alpine More Than Alpine Needs Alps

• Alps is clearly worried about its future and is desperately hoping that the integration will
help solve its issues

– Many experts we have spoken to also believe that Alpine is actually saving Alps

– The only growth that Alps’ analysts foresee from Alps is in the automotive segment,
with the merger with Alpine being the key driver

• In fact, even Alps’ president admitted in the Nikkei that Alps is desperate for Alpine’s
software capabilities

"Alps electronic components need Alpine's software technology.”
Alps President Toshihiro Kuriyama to Nikkei (October 23, 2018) 
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Alps’ Strategy Presents Risks for Alpine
• Alps plans to “stick to its basic stance of devoting itself to electronic components”

• Opportunities:
– Cost-cutting would be easier as the companies have a historical relationship
– Future HMI will require input devices and working together with Alps could help

• Risks
– Software will become the key differentiator – not hardware

• Alps only offers 250 software engineers which does not give Alpine enough scale
• Faurecia/Clarion will have 1,650 engineers vs Alps/Alpine will have 850

– Alpine will lose its role as a system integrator if it does not focus on expanding into software
– Lose relationship and pricing power as it slips down from Tier 1 to Tier 2/3 as replaced by suppliers with

software capabilities become the systems integrators
– Misses out on future value from software side
– Alpine could lose customers if it is tied to Alps input devices, which may be inferior to competitors that

Alpine could integrate
– Remains Japan-centric and makes it harder to collaborate with customers

These risks can only be justified by a higher price NOT the current valuation
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The Risks of Alps’ Strategy Outweigh the Rewards

RISKS
REWARDS
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Strategic Alternatives
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The Alternatives

1. Alpine remains an independent company

2. Third-party buyers

a. Strategic buyers

b. Tech partners

c. PE buyers
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1. Remaining an Independent Company
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Current Status
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Car Market is Preparing for Disruption

• Experts expect the auto market to continue growing:

– Growth slowing down, approx. 2.4% CAGR, to 2020

– Stagnation from 2020 to 2025 with CAGR of 1-2%

– Impact from transformation and disruption from 2025 onwards

• Market transformation will not impact sales for at least another four to five years

• In the meantime, Alpine has ample time to ready itself to capture market share in high
value infotainment connected areas which will exhibit the most growth into the future
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Lower Disruption in Infotainment But More Growth Potential
• Disruption to the interior, including infotainment, will be amongst the lowest according to Lazard,

Roland Berger

• But the opportunity could be the greatest as ADAS ramps up and consumers will spend less time
driving and more time interacting with infotainment systems
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Alpine Will Always Remain an Important Hardware Supplier…
• The OEMs are very conservative and rarely change suppliers due to the very high bar to entry in terms 

of quality and safety

• Alpine has built-up irreplaceable expertise in working with and manufacturing for OEMs for many years

• Alpine’s position is further buttressed by OEM’s requiring diversification of suppliers

• Alpine has an excellent reputation for high quality products which will become more important as 
hardware becomes more commoditized

• Some OEMs will just want hardware solutions
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Hardware opportunities in the Medium to Low End
• Alps and Alpine are only looking to chase the premium market

• Infotainment systems are being introduced as standard in the medium to low ranges

• Substantial growth of infotainment in the emerging markets that Alpine could tap into

• Great way for Alpine to recycle its technologies

• Will also help broaden Alpine’s relationships with OEMs

• Would require Alpine to consider investing in low-cost manufacturing centers
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…But Still Needs to Expand its Infotainment Software Offerings
• Alps and Alpine commented that they expect that the products offered by both companies are expected

to become commoditized but are not looking to offer end-to-end solutions

• Investment in software will enhance hardware sales
– Maintain Tier 1 status - lack of software offering will relegate Alpine from Tier 1 to Tier 2/3 and will

mean that Alpine will no longer be selected as the system integrator
– Attract a wider range of customers
– Stay competitive - close competitors are investing heavily in their software capabilities and offering

more end-to-end products, e.g. Harman, Faurecia, Bosch, Continental

• Software will become the key differentiator
– Value/investment from OEMs will shift from hardware to the software
– Margins will be significantly higher

Alpine must breakout of the hardware commoditization cycle
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Strong Balance Sheet Can Be Employed for Expansion

• Significant investment will be required for Alpine to successfully pivot

• Fortunately, Alpine has more than enough resources to take advantage of the opportunities arising
from the transformation

– JPY53 billion of cash

– JPY31 billion of securities that could be sold

– Debt headroom of at least JPY40 billion

• Alpine has over JPY120 billion that could be spent to truly revolutionize Alpine’s future and dramatically
increase the medium to long-term value of the Company
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Doing the right thing in China
“…the Company has been promoting efforts geared to achieving growth with our sights set on becoming an enterprise offering total 

solutions for in-car information systems, in part by carrying out a capital increase in equity method associate 
Neusoft Reach Automotive Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.” 

Q2 results commentary

• Alpine owns effectively over 37% of Neusoft Reach and has continued to invest heavily in this joint 
venture

• The JV has already made significant progress but the actual returns from the investment will not be 
visible in the immediate future and so will not have been factored into the valuation

– Recently announced Honda deal is expected to generate demand of JPY33 billion

– Created a JV with Denso to develop Electric Vehicle Power Systems

– Has started to mass produce ADAS products and believes demand will expand dramatically over the 
next few years
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Identifying New Areas of Growth
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Megatrends

Automotive Megatrends

Digitalization ADASAdvance Driver Assistance Systems 
(“ADAS”)
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Automotive Megatrends

Digitalization Advance Driver Assistance Systems 
(“ADAS”)

Megatrends
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Substantial Growth in Connected Cars

Source: Roland Berger, Lazard
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Expanding Addressable Market

Source: Allied Market Research
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The Time to Invest in Connectivity is Now

The connected car is in the infant stages and the support services 
is a movement that is just starting now, but if Alpine is not focused 
on providing these and buying in these skills then their value will 
go down over time.
Former Harman and Alpine manager

Infotainment/navigation are going to be different. Alpine needs a 
partner with the kind of know-how to get into the connectivity. If 
they do not make the change by 2021 then they could be in trouble. 
They must supply connectivity otherwise will become an obsolete 
Tier 2 supplier.
Senior consultant at Daimler AG
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Exemplified by the Centralization of the Digital Cockpit
• Alpine’s competitors are already displaying their cockpits of the future
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Alpine Is Making Some Progress but Still Behind
• Alpine is jointly developing 3D Augmented Reality HUD with Konica Minolta but are behind

the competition
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Where should Alpine Be Focusing to Help Compete

Artificial Intelligence Connectivity

Telematics
Cyber Security

Personalization

Cloud Computing
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HMI - Personalization
• Human Machine Interface - the power of the smartphone and digitized cars – drivers will enter a new car

and the car will personalize itself
– Automatically adjust the seat…to your preference
– Adjust the temperature…to your preference
– Music/Podcasts/News…to your preference

• Alpine should use its audio expertise to develop immersive personalized sound so that each passenger
can listen to what they want without disturbing the other

Source: CAR HMI CONCEPTS & SYSTEMS
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Cybersecurity Is Growing in Importance
• Alpine must have inhouse capabilities to expand its infotainment offering to other customers that do

not have the resources to develop full software suites internally

• Threats will continue to expand

Source: Roland Berger
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Over-The-Air Updates
• As cars become more digitized, suppliers will need to ensure that their products can be updated

remotely “Over-The-Air”, which is imperative for:
– Digital cockpit
– Navigation
– ADAS
– Telematics

• By 2022 it is expected that there will be over 100 million updates a year

Source: BearingPoint
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Telematics Opportunities
• Telematics will generate an enormous amount of data that Alpine should seek to monetize particularly

by leveraging its navigation strengths

• The increasingly complex requirements of service providers will open an opportunity for Alpine to
identify niches where it could excel and expand outside of automotive

Source: Automotive World
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Cloud Computing
• Alpine would greatly benefit from providing and building a secure and scalable infrastructure for

delivering and hosting connected services

• Connect with customers’ “digital life”

• Cloud capabilities will be essential for:
– Online maps – particularly for ADAS
– Entertainment
– Location-based services
– OTA
– Communicate with owner’s smartphone
– Third-party services – payments, insurance, other 
– IOT
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Megatrends

Automotive Megatrends

Digitalization Advance Driver Assistance Systems 
(“ADAS”)
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Market for ADAS and Automatic Driving Technology Will Reach $3.5 
Trillion Worldwide

Source: GS Research Report
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ADAS / Self-Driving Related Sales Expected to Grow by 42% Per Year 
Over the Next 10 Years

Source: GS Research Report
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Great Market Opportunities for Suppliers

Source: GS Research Report
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Increasing automation

Source: Red Chalk
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Competitors Invested in the ADAS Area:
Clarion Case (1/2)

Source: Company Disclosures

Auto Parking Technology
Road Map

• Clarion is enhancing its capacity in self parking technology
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Competitors Invested in the ADAS Area:
Clarion Case (2/2)

Source: Company Disclosures

• Recently, Faurecia announced the acquisition of Clarion in order to enter into the Advanced Driver
Assistance market
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Competitors Invested in the ADAS Area:
Harman Case 

Source: Company Disclosures

• Harman focused on ADAS and was acquired by Samsung
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How About Alpine?

Source: Company Disclosures

• Alpine claimed in their mid-term plan that they would expand safety driving support ADAS. However,
there is no material progress to date

• At the current speed of progress and post-merger strategy, Alpine will not be able to benefit from the
fast growing market
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Path to Success
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The Blueprint for Change (1)

– Enter new high growth sectors of the auto industry that have sustainable margins

– Increase internal investment to build software and advanced capabilities in-house
– Alpine has just 600 software engineers compared to Clarion’s 1,150

Determine a long-term growth plan 1

Become a driver of change and not a passenger2
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The Blueprint for Change (2)

– Acquire companies that will boost knowledge, skills and presence in connectivity and
ADAS

– Break dependency on Japan HQ
– Move to a flat hierarchy and empower local offices

– Alpine needs to become a truly global operation, targeting a wider range of customers
and geographies

Speed is of the essence3

Decentralize4

Increase geographic footprint5
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Many Possible Acquisition Targets in the Space

Source: Comet Labs
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It’s Been Done Before
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Harman Case Study (1/2)
Harman Did it – So Can Alpine
• In 2014/2015, Harman was in a similar position to Alpine and looking towards the future with its growth

dependent on its automotive segment

• Harman made important strategic acquisitions to ensure that it would be ready for the technological
change, including:
– Acquisition of Symphony Teleca > cloud computing and analytics
– Acquisition of Red Bend > software enabling over-the-vehicle updates
– Acquisition of TowerSec > antihacking software

• Reinvigorated its culture of innovation and identified future trends

• Harman became not just an infotainment supplier but also a technology provider

• Harman has continued groundbreaking developments such as:
– Collaborating with AT&T for connected cars
– Growing substantially in China
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Harman Case Study (2/2)

• Harman was acquired by Samsung in 2017 for:

– 10.6x EV/EBITDA vs Alps offer of just 1.4x

– 19.3x P/E vs Alps offer of just 3.0x Cash adjusted P/E

– 3.4x Price to book ratio vs Alps offer of 0.8x

• Harman is an excellent case study of how an infotainment company can become much more if
management are free to use the resources at their disposal to take advantage of the changing trends
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The Benefits of Staying Independent
• By staying independent and expanding into end-to-end products, Alpine

would be worth substantially more than the current Alps offer
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2. Third-party Buyers
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Sale to a Third Party is a Win-Win

• The sale of Alpine is a win-win situation for both Alpine and Alps shareholders

• Alpine’s minority shareholders will receive a fair price from a third-party which will be significantly
higher than the one Alps is offering

• Alps does not value Alpine highly but would be able to sell its stake at a very high valuation and could
use the cash to reinvest in its own business and make alternate acquisitions that are more accretive

• Alps will also benefit from the deeper relationship with the buyer of Alpine
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The Clarion Example

• On October 26, it was announced that Faurecia SA will tender for 100% of Clarion Co., Ltd. including
Hitachi Ltd.’s majority stake

• The sale is a win-win for all three parties and minority shareholders and can be replicated by Alps and
Alpine

– The sale to a third-party ensured that minority shareholders received a fair price

– Faurecia as one of the largest auto suppliers is able to expand Clarion’s customer base

– Hitachi can also increase its distribution channels through its closer relationship with Faurecia
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There Will Be Plenty of Buyers for Alpine

• Faurecia CEO highlighted the importance of M&A in the auto supply chain and implications as to why
Alpine would attract a substantial number of buyers and a high price

– Suppliers must reach a critical size

– OEMs are making their decisions about the systems and architecture of their future electronics setup

– In reference to Clarion he noted “but you do not have so many opportunities of this quality” > the
same is even more true of Alpine
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Potential Strategic Partner Universe
Potential Strategic 

Alternatives Potential partner HQ
Key Financials 

(USD in bn) Comments

M&A
Strategic Player

• US • Market Cap: $8.4bn
• Revenue: $20.5bn
• EBITDA: $2.1bn (Margin 10.2%)

• Largest segment is seating but is growing its E-systems segment, which includes connectivity 
which would dovetail perfectly with Alpine’s infotainment capability

• Also increase exposure to Asia markets
• Introduce Alpine and Alps products to a wider range of customers

• France • Market Cap: $5.4bn
• Revenue: $21.0bn
• EBITDA: $2.7bn (Margin 13.1%)

• French, 9th largest supplier
• Has taken controlling stakes in Japanese companies before, e.g. Ichikoh Industries (7244 JP)
• Looking to boost Asia exposure and grow aggressively
• Growing connectivity
• Very diverse customer base
• Looking to increase interior experience and HMI

• US • Market Cap: $20.3bn
• Revenue: $12.9bn
• EBITDA: $2.2bn (Margin 16.7%)

• Looking to grow through acquisition of accretive bolt-ons
• Competitor with different customer strengths
• Synergies in cockpit and manufacturing
• Greater connectivity platform

• India • Revenue: $5.9bn
• EBITDA: 0.4bn (Margin 7.5%)

• Indian auto part supplier 
• 20 international acquisitions since 2002
• Diverse customer base
• Small exposure to China and Japan
• Looking to increase their content in each car through acquisition
• Could be an excellent partner for Alps and Alpine

• Germany • Market Cap: $4.0bn
• Revenue: $8.4bn
• EBITDA: $1.1bn (Margin 13.6%)

• Strong OEM and aftermarket presence
• Integrate Alpine sounds and infotainment with HELLA’s ADAS and interior lighting strengths
• Looking to develop the “Interior of the Future”
• Synergies in the aftermarket
• Alpine will increase Hella’s geographic exposure

Other Potential Strategic Buyers
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Potential Tech Partner Universe

Potential Strategic 
Alternatives Potential partner Comments

Tech Buyers / Partnerships

• NVIDIA are making huge strides in the auto industry in a number of facets and a partnership with them could see Alpine’s products being 
included in many new customers’ cars

• Intel/AMD are providing CPUs to the auto industry and a partnership with one of these could be highly beneficial to Alpine noting that 
Harman has joined with Samsung 

• Freescale’s expertise in connectivity would also open many doors for Alpine and help create a path forward into the new era

• Apple are rumored to be looking to enter the infotainment industry and a partnership with Alpine could launch the most exciting systems 
in the industry 

• Wireless companies – partnerships could give a rapid boost for Alpine’s entry into connectivity both in developed and emerging markets

• There has been a large influx of technology companies that are entering the automotive market and
Alpine could attract investment, partnership or an outright acquisition from these players
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Potential PE Partner Universe 

Source: Company Disclosures, Bloomberg

Potential Strategic 
Alternatives Potential partner HQ Key Financials Major Transactions / Comments

M&A
Financial Players

• US • AUM: $191bn • Acquired Calsonic Kansei on May 8, 2017
• Announced the bolt on transaction acquiring Magneti car parts unit of 

Fiat on October 21, 2018

• US • AUM: $105bn • Acquired TI Automotive, an auto parts supplier, on June 30, 2015
• Sold FTE automotive to Vale on June 2, 2016 which they acquired 

on July 31, 2013

• US • AUM: $201bn • Acquired AxleTech International on January 6, 2015
• Sold Metaldyne in 2014 which they acquired in 2009 

• US • AUM: $457bn • Sold Alliance Automotive Group on November 2, 2017 which they 
acquired on August 11, 2014

Other Potential Financial Buyers
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Valuation Per Share Based on a Third-party Buyer
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The Alternatives Are All Better Than the Merger
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Alpine Must Look to the Future, Not to the Past

• Alpine’s planned merger with Alps is a marriage of convenience to help out Alps with little benefit to
Alpine’s minority shareholders – it is a short-term fix

• Oasis believes that Alpine must look to the future:

– Remain an independent entity and invest in expanding its software capabilities to grow the business
into the next century

– Be acquired by a partner that has the ability to grow the business in the long-term and values the
company correctly
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